


Reflect ion: an innovative
and safe  formula for  supersoft  hair  with

spectacular haircolor  resul ts.

ENRICHED WITH

OLIO DI BABASSU
PROTEINE DELLA SOIA



Today’s women are increasingly careful and knowledgeable 
about their hair, they are not prepared to settle for “any 
old colour” - demanding only the best from their trusted 

hairdresser. They are most attracted to brilliant haircolor, 
which can enhance a cut, light up a face, and create a 

younger, fresher image. And with the added luxury of 
running the fingers through soft, sweet and silky hair well, 

that really is the answer to any woman’s dreams.

ENRICHED WITH

 BABASSU OIL 
SOYA PROTEIN

HIGH
CONDITIONING BASE

INCREDIBLE
SHINE

TO LIGHT UP
AND CHARM

Reflect ion: for  the  woman who wants  more than
“just  a  colour”. For the woman who expects

only  the  best  from her hairdresser.

Reflect ion: for  the  woman who wants  more than
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NIKA HAIR BEAUTY EXCELLENCE presents
 the hi-tech MPP-MICRO PURE PIGMENTS, 

based on selected pigments with
maximum hue purity (99.5%), and their 

molecular reduction into micro-pigments
for long-lasting colour with incredible shine

in any light or ambience.

NEW HI-TECH FORMULA

WHY CHOOSE 
REFLECTION?

The MPP TECHNOLOGY used in
Color Reflection, with Babassu Oil and
Soy Protein, acts on the keratin shaft
to protect the cuticle which maintains
its transparent sheen. This allows light
to pass through, reflecting outwards, both
on light and dark shades in all environments. 

NEW HI-TECH FORMULA

OUR MOST ADVANCED 
HAIRCOLOUR
SCIENCE

ENRICHED WITH:

BABASSU OIL

HYDRATION
ELASTICITY
SOFTNESS
SHEEN
Hailed by Brazilian women (and not only!) 
as a beauty elixir, Babassu Oil is well-
known for its anti-ageing and cleansing 
properties. It’s an effective natural solution 
for silky-soft hair.

ENRICHED WITH:

SOYA PROTEIN

NOURISHMENT
PROTECTION
AND STRUCTURE
Soya protein is high in protein and lipid 
content. Packed with Vitamin E, it performs 
an anti-oxidant action and aids the building 
of a protective film around the hair cuticle, 
which protects it from external aggression 
and ensures longer-lasting color results. 
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ENRICHED WITH

 BABASSU OIL 
SOYA PROTEIN

LOW AMMONIA 
CONTENT.

PERFECT COVERAGE 
OF GREY/WHITE HAIR.

QUICK AND 
EASY TO APPLY

The unique formula of Reflection with 
MPP TECHNOLOGY makes it quick and 

easy to apply. And it’s thanks to the innovative MPP 
TECHNOLOGY that the pigments can so effectively 

penetrate the hair fibre, allowing perfect coverage of 
grey hair and a superbly brilliant haircolor 

with long-lasting results. Nika Reflection also 
enjoys low ammonia content and is PPD-free.

Shape and color  work together, creat ing a perfect  balance,
in wonderful  harmony and intense  sensuali ty.

Shape and color  work together, creat ing a perfect  balance,
in wonderful  harmony and intense  sensuali ty.



THE REFLECTION COLOR SERVICES

SPECIAL PURE PIGMENTS
The Reflection Pure Pigments series is designed to correct 
or intensify haircolor, and comes in six shades: Pure 
Yellow, Pure Violet, Pure Orange, Pure Green, Pure Red, 
and Pure Blue. 

THE REFLECTION COLOR SERVICES

CLEAR LIGHTENING BOOSTER 
This special shade without pigment is ideal for enhanced lightening with the entire 
Reflection color range. It can also be used to create brilliant shine on natural and 
colored hair.

THE REFLECTION COLOR SERVICES

SPECIAL METALLIX SERIES
METALLIX serie of NIKA REFLECTION is a coloration Ammonia Free tone to 
tone, that gives a Metallic result: 50 gr of Metallix and 50 gr of Activator (5,10, 
20 vol). Processing time 20 minutes. Metallix formulation allows to correct, 
blend and illuminate, ensuring shine and protection thanks to MPP Technology.

Another benefit of the Reflection range is the wide variety of shades available, 
which allow maximum personalization and creativity in all salon color services. 

From shades of Golden Blonde to Beige, Ash Blonde to Pearl Grey, Chestnut Brown 
to the new Special Brown hues, or Red to Copper tints, not to mention Violets, and 

High-Lift Lighteners - every possible haircolour desire is satisfied by this range.

89 NUANCES
FOR ALL HAIRCOLOR SERVICES

THE REFLECTION COLOR SERVICES

PERMANENT COLOR
The most classic and popular haircolor salon service. With new 
Reflection, vivid, intense colour is guaranteed, uniform and 
long-lasting. Excellent coverage of white hair.
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THE REFLECTION COLOR SERVICES

TONING
Reflection shades are perfect for achieving the 
desired tone on bleached or l ightened hair, 
especially with streaks, highlights or other forms 
of l ift ing.
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THE REFLECTION COLOR SERVICES

HIGH-LIFT LIGHTENERS 
Intense lightening can be achieved with the new Reflection 
High-lift Lighteners, available in four shades: Natural, Ash, 
Pearl, and Golden. Each of these can be used in conjunction 
with 30 or 40 volume Activator, according to the effect desired.
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THE REFLECTION COLOR SERVICES

PRE-PIGMENTATION - REPPIGMENTATION
These are two hi-tech services with guaranteed and safe results, thanks to 
Reflection. Pre-pigmentation prepares the hair for optimal absorption of pigment, 
ensuring that the final color results are uniform throughout. Repigmentation allows 
the coloring of hair that has been weakened or damaged by previous treatments of 
bleaching, high-lift lightening, perms or excessive straightening.
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PERSONALISED 
SERVICE

The range includes
4 activators with 1,5%, 3%, 
6%, 9% and 12% hydrogen 
peroxide (5/10/20/30/40 
vol). Hairdressers can
then select the most 
suitable activator according 
to the haircolor service
to be performed.

ACTIVATOR
A full range 

of activators 
specifically

designed for
 use alongside 
Reflection with 

MPP Technology.

UNIQUE 
FORMULA

Activator’s 
crème formula 

is enriched with 
conditioning

ingredients to
protect and soften

hair during the
coloring process. MPP TECNOLOGY

The combination
of Reflection and
Activator is essential 
in the MPP Technology 
process and guarantees 
unbeatable glossy 
haircolor results.

5 Vol.

10 Vol.

20 Vol.

30 Vol.

40 Vol.

1,5%

3%

6%

9%

12%

Semi-permanent coverage for grey hair
Colour deposit
Toning

Colour deposit
Toning
Polishing

Long-lasting grey coverage
Lightens 1 shade

Coverage of ultra-resistant/difficult grey hair
Lightens 3 shades

Lightens 4 shades

MAXIMUM VERSATILITY 
FOR TOP-CLASS RESULTS

It’s a well-known fact that haircolor trends go hand-in-hand with 
the latest fashions. Fashion designers present their collections 

and hairdressers are hot on their heels with their own creations. So 
it’s hardly surprising that there’s such a maelstrom of ideas flying 

about – haircuts and styles are continually updated and new or 
revised haircolor effects are presented every season. 

One proposal currently making a comeback is total block shading, 
but highlights, shatush, dégradé and hair contouring continue 

to make up the lion’s share of the haircolor market. 
And to achieve excellent results in all these techniques, for women 

who want to be constantly up-to-date in haircolor trends, 
Nika Hair Beauty Excellence offers varying levels of Activator. 

ACTIVATOR RISULTATO% H202



WINDOW STICKER 
(removable adhesive 21 x 21 cm) 

INTERNATIONAL
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

TECHNICAL MANUAL
(A4)

PRESENTATION MANUAL
(A4)

PROMO CARD 
(promotion for service in Salon)

DISPOSABLE CAPE

MIXING 
BOWL

APPLICATION
BRUSH

COLOR
MIXER

WORKSHOP VOUCHER
(A5)

MAXI PANCARD
(42 x 63 cm)

DELUXE COLOR CHART  
(30 x 30 cm)

ILLUMINATE YOUR HAIR
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info@nika.it

Utilizzabile esclusivamente con l’acquisto 
del Canvass REFLECTION INTRO KIT

Per conoscere tutti i dettagli su 
REFLECTION WORKSHOP 

contatta il tuo Distributore di Zona 

BUONO

Per diventare esperto del Metodo di Colorazione Reflection
REFLECTION WORKSHOP

dal valore di €99,00

CARA

www.facebook.com/nika.ibe

/ /Entro il

La presente tessera è utilizzabile esclusivamente 
presso il salone di vendita. Il valore della tessera 
non è rimborsabile.

TIMBRO SALONE

PER TE IN REGALO
UN MOMENTO ESCLUSIVO DI BELLEZZA:

CONDIVIDI CON NOI IL TUO NIKA BEAUTY GIFT SU:

EXCLUSIVE
B E A U T Y 
G I F T

COMMUNICATION MATERIAL 
FOR PARTNER SALONS



IBECOSMETICA SRL Via Ponte a Piglieri, 8 / 56122 Pisa ITALY

PH. +39 050 41426 / FAX +39 050 41426 / info@nika.it / WWW.NIKA.IT


